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We will assume the reader has a working knowledge of ACL2. Due to the lak ofspae, we will skip some details of the mehanial proofs. The omplete books areavailable on the web in http://www-s.us.es/~jruiz/al2-mul/.1 Formalization of multiset relations in ACL21.1 Multisets: de�nitions and propertiesA multiset M over a set A is a funtion from A to the set of natural numbers. This isa formal way to de�ne \sets with repeated elements". Intuitively,M(x) is the numberof opies of x 2 A in M . This multiset is �nite if there are �nitely many x suh thatM(x) > 0. The set of all �nite multisets over A is denoted asM(A).We will use standard set notation to represent multisets. For example, if A =fa; b; g, an example of multiset over A is M = fa; b; b; bg, an abbreviation of thefuntion M(a) = 1, M(b) = 3 and M() = 0. Thus, fa; b; b; bg is idential to themultiset fb; b; a; bg, but distint from the multiset fa; b; bg.Basi operations on multisets are de�ned to generalize the same operations onsets, taking into aount multiple ourrenes of elements: x 2 M means M(x) > 0,M � N means M(x) � N(x), for all x 2 A, M [N is the funtion M +N and M nNis the funtion M :� N (where x :� y is x� y if x � y and 0 otherwise). For example,fa; b; b; ag [ f; ; a; bg is the multiset fa; a; a; b; b; b; ; g and fa; b; b; ag n f; ; a; bg isthe multiset fa; bg.Any ordering de�ned on a set A indues an ordering on multisets over A: given amultiset, a smaller multiset an be obtained by removing a non-empty subset X andadding elements whih are smaller than some element in X. This onstrution an begeneralized to binary relations in general, not only for partial orderings. This is theformal de�nition:DEFINITION 1. Given a relation < on a set A, the multiset relation indued by < onM(A), denoted as <mul, is de�ned as N <mul M i� there exist X;Y 2 M(A) suhthat ; 6= X �M;N = (M nX) [ Y and 8y 2 Y 9x 2 X; y < x.For example, ifA = fa; b; ; d; eg and b < a, d < , then fa; b; b; b; b; d; d; d; d; d; eg <mulfa; a; b; ; d; eg by replaingX = fa; g by Y = fb; b; b; d; d; d; dg. It an be easily shownthat if < is a strit ordering, then so is <mul. In suh ase we talk about multisetorderings.A relation < on a set A is terminating if there is no in�nite dereasing1 sequenex0 > x1 > x2 : : :. An important property of multiset relations on �nite multisets isthat they are terminating when the original relation is terminating, as stated by thefollowing theorem:THEOREM 1. Let < be a terminating relation on a set A, and <mul the multisetrelation indued by < onM(A). Then <mul is terminating.The above theorem provides a tool for showing termination of reursive funtionde�nitions, by using multisets: show that some multiset measure dereases in eahreursive all omparing multisets with respet to the relation indued by a giventerminating relation. In the following subsetion, we explain how we formalized thistheorem in the ACL2 logi.1 Although not expliitly, we will suppose that the relations given here represent some kind of\smaller than" relation.



1.2 Formalization of well-founded multiset relations in ACL2Let us deal with formalization of terminating relations in ACL2. A restrited notion ofterminating relations is built into ACL2 based on the following meta-theorem (axiomof hoie needed): a relation < on a set A is terminating i� there exists a funtionF : A! Ord suh that x < y ) F (x) < F (y), where Ord is the lass of all ordinals.In this ase, we also say that the relation is well-founded. Note that we are denotingthe relation on A and the ordering between ordinals using the same symbol <. Anarbitrary well-founded relation rel de�ned on a set of objets satisfying a propertymp an be de�ned in ACL2 as shown below (dots are used to omit tehnial details,as in the rest of the paper).(enapsulate((mp (x) booleanp) (rel (x y) booleanp) (fn (x) e0-ordinalp))...(defthm rel-well-founded-relation-on-mp(and (implies (mp x) (e0-ordinalp (fn x)))(implies (and (mp x) (mp y) (rel x y))(e0-ord-< (fn x) (fn y)))):rule-lasses :well-founded-relation))The prediate mp reognizes the kind of objets (alled measures) that are orderedin a well-founded way by rel. The embedding funtion fn is an order-preservingfuntion mapping every measure to an ordinal. One a relation is proved to satisfythese properties and the theorem is stored as a well-founded relation rule, it anbe used in the admissibility test for reursive funtions. We all the theorem rel--well-founded-relation-on-mp above the well-foundedness theorem for rel, mp andfn. In ACL2, every partiular well-founded relation has to be given through threefuntions (a binary relation, a measure prediate and an embedding funtion) andthe orresponding well-foundedness theorem for suh funtions. As a partiular ase,when mp is t we an omit any referene to mp in the statement of the orrespondingwell-foundedness theorem. See well-founded-relation in the ACL2 manual [5℄.The above notion of termination is restrited: sine only ordinals up to "0 areformalized in the ACL2 logi, a limitation is imposed on the maximal order type ofwell-founded relations that an be formalized. Consequently, our formalization su�ersfrom the same restrition (nevertheless, no partiular properties of "0 are used in ourproof, exept well-foundedness).Let us now deal with formalization of multisets relations. We represent multisetsin ACL2 as true lists. Given a prediate (mp x) desribing a set A, �nite multisetsover A are desribed by the following funtion:(defun mp-true-listp (l)(if (atom l)(equal l nil)(and (mp (ar l)) (mp-true-listp (dr l)))))Note that this funtion depends on the partiular de�nition of the prediate mp.With this representation, di�erent true lists an represent the same multiset: twotrue lists represent the same multiset i� one is a permutation of the other. Thus,



the order in whih the elements appear in a list is not relevant, but the number ofourrenes of an element is important. This must be taken into aount, for example,when de�ning multiset di�erene in ACL2 (the funtion remove-one, omitted here,deletes one ourrene of an element from a list, whenever possible):(defun multiset-diff (m n)(if (atom n) m (multiset-diff (remove-one (ar n) m) (dr n))))The de�nition of <mul given in the preeding subsetion is quite intuitive but,due to its many quanti�ers, diÆult to implement. Instead, we will use an equivalentde�nition, based on the following theorem:THEOREM 2. Let < be a strit ordering on a set A, and M;N two �nite multisetsover A. Then N <mul M i� M 6= N and 8n 2 N nM;9m 2M nN; suh that n < m.It should be remarked that this equivalene is true only when < is a strit partialordering, but this is not a severe restrition. Moreover, well-foundedness of <mul holdsalso when this equivalent de�nition is used, even if the relation < is not transitive, aswe will see. Thus, given a de�ned (or onstrained) binary relation rel, we de�ne theindued relation on multisets based on this alternative de�nition:(defun exists-rel-bigger (x l)(ond ((atom l) nil)((rel x (ar l)) t)(t (exists-rel-bigger x (dr l)))))(defun forall-exists-rel-bigger (l m)(if (atom l)t(and (exists-rel-bigger (ar l) m)(forall-exists-rel-bigger (dr l) m))))(defun mul-rel (n m)(let ((m-n (multiset-diff m n))(n-m (multiset-diff n m)))(and (onsp m-n) (forall-exists-rel-bigger n-m m-n))))Finally, let us see how we an formalize in the ACL2 logi the theorem 1 above,whih states well-foundedness of the relation mul-rel. As said before, in order toestablish well-foundedness of a relation in ACL2, in addition to the relation (mul-relin this ase), we have to give the measure prediate and the embedding funtion, andthen prove the orresponding well-foundedness theorem. Sine mul-rel is intended tobe de�ned on multisets of elements satisfying mp, then mp-true-listp is the measureprediate in this ase. Let us suppose we have de�ned a suitable embedding funtionalled map-fn-e0-ord. Then theorem 1 is formalized as follows:(defthm multiset-extension-of-rel-well-founded(and (implies (mp-true-listp x)(e0-ordinalp (map-fn-e0-ord x)))(implies (and (mp-true-listp x)



(mp-true-listp y)(mul-rel x y))(e0-ord-< (map-fn-e0-ord x) (map-fn-e0-ord y)))):rule-lasses :well-founded-relation)In the next subsetion we show a suitable de�nition of map-fn-e0-ord and de-sribe some aspets of the ACL2 proof of this theorem.1.3 A proof of well-foundedness of the multiset relationIn the literature, theorem 1 is usually proved using Konig's lemma: every in�niteand �nitely branhed tree has an in�nite path. Nevertheless, we have to �nd a di�er-ent proof in ACL2, de�ning an order-preserving embedding funtion map-fn-e0-ordfrom mp-true-listp objets to e0-ordinalp objets. Thus, our proof is based onthe following result from ordinal theory: given an ordinal �, the set M(�) of �nitemultisets of elements of � (ordinals less than �), ordered by the multiset relationindued by the order between ordinals, is order-isomorphi to the ordinal !� and theisomorphism is given by the funtion H where H(f�1; : : : ; �ng) = !�1 + : : : + !�n .This result an be proved using Cantor's normal form of ordinals and its properties.As a by-produt, an interesting property about multiset well-founded relationsan be dedued. Sine � � "0 implies !� � !"0 = "0, this means that one an alwaysprove, in the ACL2 logi, well-foundedness of the multiset relation indued by a givenwell-founded ACL2 relation (i.e., using embeddings in ordinals less than "0). Thisis not the ase, for example, of lexiographi produts, sine the ordinal type of alexiographi produt of two ACL2 well-founded relations an be greater than "0.The isomorphism H above suggests the following de�nition of the embeddingfuntion map-fn-e0-ord: given a multiset of elements satisfying mp, apply fn to everyelement to obtain a multiset of ordinals. Then apply H to obtain an ordinal lessthan "0. If ordinals are represented in ACL2 notation, then the funtion H an beeasily de�ned, provided that the funtion fn returns always a non-zero ordinal: thefuntion H simply has to sort the ordinals in the multiset and add 0 as the �naldr. This onsiderations lead us to the following de�nition of the embedding funtionmap-fn-e0-ord. Note that the non-zero restrition on fn is easily overome, de�ning(the maro) fn1 equal to fn exept for integers, where 1 is added. In this way fn1returns non-zero ordinals for every measure objet and it is order-preserving if andonly if fn is.(defun insert-e0-ord-< (x l)(ond ((atom l) (ons x l))((not (e0-ord-< x (ar l))) (ons x l))(t (ons (ar l) (insert-e0-ord-< x (dr l))))))(defun add1-if-integer (x) (if (integerp x) (1+ x) x))(defmaro fn1 (x) `(add1-if-integer (fn ,x)))(defun map-fn-e0-ord (l)(if (onsp l)



(insert-e0-ord-< (fn1 (ar l)) (map-fn-e0-ord (dr l)))0))One map-fn-e0-ord has been de�ned, let us now deal with the ACL2 me-hanial proof of the well-foundedness theorem for mul-rel, mp-true-listp andmap-fn-e0-ord as stated at the end of subsetion 1.2 by multiset-extension-of--rel-well-founded. The �rst part of the theorem, whih establishes that (map-fn--e0-ord x) is an ordinal when (mp-true-listp x), it is not diÆult, and an beproved in ACL2 with minor help form the user. The hard part of the theorem is toshow that map-fn-e0-ord is order-preserving. Here is an informal proof sketh:Proof sketh: Let us denote, for simpliity, the funtions fn and map-fn-e0-ord,as f and fmul, and the relation rel, mul-rel and e0-ord-< as <rel, <mul and <,respetively. Let M and N be two multisets of mp elements suh that N <mul M . Wehave to prove that fmul(N) < fmul(M). We an apply indution on the number ofelements of N . Note that M an not be empty, and if N is empty the result triviallyholds. So let us suppose that M and N are not empty. Let f(x), f(y) be the biggestelements of f [N ℄ and f [M ℄, respetively. Note that f(x) and f(y) are the ar elementsof fmul(N) and fmul(M), respetively. Sine f(x) and f(y) are ordinals, three asesmay arise:1. f(x) < f(y). Then, by de�nition of <, we have fmul(N) < fmul(M).2. f(x) > f(y). This is not possible: in that ase x is in N nM and by the multisetrelation de�nition, exists z in M n N suh that x <rel z. Consequently f(z) >f(x) > f(y). This ontradits the fat that f(y) is the biggest element of f [M ℄.3. f(x) = f(y). In that ase, x 2M , sine otherwise it would exist z 2M nN suhthat x <rel z and the same ontradition as in the previous ase appears. LetM 0 =M nfxg and N 0 = N nfxg. We have N 0 <mul M 0 and, in addition, fmul(N 0)and fmul(M 0) are the dr of fmul(N) and fmul(M), respetively. Indution hy-pothesis an be applied here to onlude that fmul(N 0) < fmul(M 0) and thereforefmul(N) < fmul(M): utTo lead ACL2 to the above informal proof sketh, an indution sheme must besupplied as hint. This is a funtion suggesting suh indution sheme (the funtionmax-fn-list, omitted here, returns the element of a given list with the greatest valueof fn).(defun indution-multiset (n m)(delare (xargs :measure (len n)))(ond ((atom n) (if (atom m) 1 2))((atom m) 3)(t (let* ((max-n (max-fn-list n)) (max-m (max-fn-list m))(fn-max-n (fn max-n)) (fn-max-m (fn max-m)))(ond ((equal fn-max-n fn-max-m)(if (member max-n m)(indution-multiset (remove-one max-n n)(remove-one max-n m))



5))((e0-ord-< fn-max-n fn-max-m) 6)((e0-ord-< fn-max-m fn-max-n) 7)(t 8)))))))Using this indution sheme we proved the following theorem, whih is the hardpart of the theorem multiset-extension-of-rel-well-founded.(defthm map-fn-e0-ord-order-preserving(implies (and (mp-true-listp n) (mp-true-listp m)(mul-rel n m))(e0-ord-< (map-fn-e0-ord n) (map-fn-e0-ord m))):hints (("Goal" :indut (indution-multiset n m)))))Well-foundedness of mul-rel has been proved in an abstrat framework, withoutassuming any partiular properties of rel, mp and map-fn-e0-ord, exept those de-sribing well-foundedness. This allows us to funtionally instantiate the theorem inorder to establish well-foundedness of the multiset relation indued by any given well-founded ACL2 relation. We developed a maro named defmul in order to mehanizethis proess of funtional instantiation. The following setion desribes the maro.2 The defmul maro and the multiset bookWe de�ned a maro defmul in order to provide a onvenient way to de�ne the multisetrelation indued by a well-founded relation, and to delare the orresponding well-founded relation rule. We show now how defmul is alled.Let us suppose we have a previously de�ned (or onstrained) relation my-rel,whih is known to be well-founded on a set of objets satisfying the measure propertymy-mp and justi�ed by the embedding funtion my-fn. That is to say, the followingtheorem has been proved (and stored as a well-founded relation rule):(defthm theorem-name(and (implies (my-mp x) (e0-ordinalp (my-fn x)))(implies (and (my-mp x) (my-mp x) (my-rel x y))(e0-ord-< (my-fn x) (my-fn y)))):rule-lasses :well-founded-relation))In order to de�ne the (well-founded) multiset relation indued by my-rel, we writethe following maro all:(defmul (my-rel theorem-name my-mp my-fn x y))The expansion of this maro generates a number of ACL2 forms. You may use theACL2 trans1 ommand in order to view the translated form of a defmul all. Themain non-loal events generated by this maro all are:{ the de�nitions needed for the multiset relation indued bymy-rel: funtions exists--my-rel-bigger, forall-exists-my-rel-bigger, and mul-my-rel analogous to thefuntions given in subsetion 1.2.{ the de�nition of the multiset measure property, my-mp-true-listp.



{ the de�nition of map-my-fn-e0-ord, the embedding funtion from multisets toordinals.{ the well-foundedness theorem for mul-my-rel,my-mp-true-listp and map-my-fn--e0-ord. This theorem is proved by funtional instantiation from multiset-ex-tension-of-rel-well-founded and is named multiset-extension-of-my-rel--well-foundedWe expet defmul to work without assistane from the user. After the above all todefmul, the funtion mul-my-rel is de�ned as a well-founded relation on multisets ofelements satisfying the property my-mp, indued by the well-founded relation my-rel.From this moment on, mul-my-rel an be used in the admissibility test for reursivefuntions to show that the reursion terminates.To know the list of names we need to supply in a defmul all, we have developed atool to extrat the information from the ACL2 world and print that list. This marois simply alled in this way:(defmul-omponents rel )This is only an informative tool, not a event. This maro looks up the ACL2 world,and returns the list of names that are needed in the defmul all.The book multiset.lisp ontains the de�nition of these tools, together with theproof of the theorem multiset-extension-of-rel-well-founded shown in subse-tion 1.3. We have also inluded some non-loal rules whih helped us to prove thethree examples presented in this paper, and we think they an assist in other ases.Two relevant examples of these additional results and tools we inluded are:{ De�nition of the funtion equal-set as an equivalene relation. This funtionimplements equality from sets point of view, and not from multisets, but it turnedout useful in our ase studies beause it an be proved to be a ongruene withrespet both arguments of forall-exists-my-rel-bigger:(defun equal-set (x y) (and (subsetp x y) (subsetp y x)))(defequiv equal-set)(defong equal-set iff forall-exists-my-rel-bigger l m 1)(defong equal-set equal forall-exists-my-rel-bigger l m 2)Sine these two ongruene rules depend on the partiular de�nition of my-rel,these rules are generated in every partiular all to defmul.{ We also de�ne a meta rule to deal with di�erene of multisets represented by listswith �nal ommon suÆx. This rule rewrites expressions of the form(multiset-diff (list* x1 x2 : : : xm l) (list* y1 y2 : : : yk l))to the following equivalent expression (with respet to equal-set):(multiset-diff (list x1 x2 : : : xm) (list y1 y2 : : : yk))This meta rule is very useful2 when proving that a partiular multiset measuredereases in every reursive all of a funtion: it is \usual" that the multiset2 Due to a bug in our meta rule fails to be applied when using ACL2 Version 2.5. We used a paththat will be inluded in Version 2.6. Thanks to Matt Kaufmann for the path.



obtained measuring the arguments of a reursive all is a list with the same �nalpart than the multiset obtained measuring the argument in the original all.3 Case studies using multiset relationsIn the next subsetions, we show three examples where well-founded multiset relationsplay an important role in the ACL2 proof of non-trivial termination properties. The�rst example is taken from [4℄. We use a multiset ordering to show termination ofa tail-reursive version of Akermann's funtion. In the seond example, also takenfrom [4℄, we use a multiset relation to admit an iterative version of MCarthy's 91funtion. The third example is a proof of Newman's lemma for abstrat redutionsystems: every terminating and loally onuent redution relation has the Churh-Rosser property. This last example is part of a larger projet developed by the authorsin order to formalize some aspets of equational reasoning using ACL2 [7, 8℄.All the examples show one funtion whose termination is proved using a well-founded multiset relation and a multiset measure funtion. When the funtion ispresented for the �rst time, its ode is ommented (using semiolons), to emphasizethat a suitable measure has still to be given in order to pass the admissibility test.3.1 A tail-reursive version of Akermann's funtionThe following is the standard de�nition of Akermann's funtion in ACL2:(defun ak (m n)(delare (xargs :measure (ons (+ (nfix m) 1) (nfix n))))(ond ((zp m) (+ n 1))((zp n) (ak (- m 1) 1))(t (ak (- m 1) (ak m (- n 1))))))We now try to de�ne the following iterative program to ompute Akerman'sfuntion:; (defun ak-it-aux (S z); (delare (xargs ...)); (if (endp S); z; (let ((head (first S)); (tail (rest S))); (ond ((zp head) (ak-it-aux tail (+ z 1))); ((zp z) (ak-it-aux (ons (- head 1) tail) 1)); (t (ak-it-aux (ons head (ons (- head 1) tail)); (- z 1))))))); (defun ak-it (m n) (ak-it-aux (list m) n))The intended behavior of the funtion ak-it-aux is that in every iterativestep (ak-it-aux S z) = (ak sk (ak sk�1 : : : (ak s1 z))), where S is a stakwith k elements, (s1 : : : sk). Therefore, it an be proved (and we did) that (ak m n)is equal to (ak-it m n).



Proving termination of ak-it-aux may be diÆult. Note that in the third re-ursive all the stak inreases its number of elements while the seond argumentdereases. Nevertheless in the �rst and the seond reursive alls, the seond argu-ment inreases, although the stak does not inrease its number of elements.As shown in [4℄, a multiset measure an be used to prove termination of ak-it-aux.In this ase, we use multisets of pairs of natural numbers, where pairs are sup-posed to be ordered by the lexiographi produt of the usual order between nat-urals. The measure assoiated to arguments S = (s1 : : : sk) and z is the multisetf(s1; z); (s2 + 1; 0) : : : ; (sk + 1; 0)g.Using defmul, we an easily replay in ACL2 the proof given in [4℄. First of all,we de�ne the well-founded relation on pairs of natural numbers, alled here rel-ak.This an be done by the following sequene of events:(defun rel-ak (p1 p2)(ond ((< (ar p1) (ar p2)) t)((= (ar p1) (ar p2)) (< (dr p1) (dr p2)))))(defun mp-ak (p)(and (onsp p) (integerp (ar p)) (>= (ar p) 0)(integerp (dr p)) (>= (dr p) 0)))(defun fn-ak (p) (ons (+ 1 (ar p)) (dr p)))(defthm rel-ak-well-founded(and (implies (mp-ak x)(e0-ordinalp (fn-ak x)))(implies (and (mp-ak x) (mp-ak y) (rel-ak x y))(e0-ord-< (fn-ak x) (fn-ak y)))):rule-lasses :well-founded-relation)We de�ne the well-founded multiset relation indued by rel-ak on multisets ofpairs of natural numbers, using the following defmul maro all:(defmul (rel-ak rel-ak-well-founded mp-ak fn-ak x y))Now we have de�ned the funtion mul-rel-ak as a well-founded relation withmeasure property mp-ak-true-listp and embedding funtion map-fn-ak-e0-ord.The relation mul-rel-ak an be used as a well-founded relation in the the admissibil-ity test for the funtion ak-it-aux, with a suitable measure funtion. The funtionmeasure-ak-it-aux implements the multiset measure skethed above, using theauxiliary funtion get-pairs-add1-0:(defun get-pairs-add1-0 (S)(if (endp S)nil(ons (ons (+ (nfix (ar S)) 1) 0) (get-pairs-add1-0 (dr S)))))(defun measure-ak-it-aux (S z)(if (endp S)



nil(ons (ons (nfix (ar S)) (nfix z))(get-pairs-add1-0 (dr s)))))We an now prove termination of ak-it-aux, giving mul-rel-ak as well-foundedrelation and measure-ak-it-aux as measure funtion:(defun ak-it-aux (s z)(delare (xargs :measure (measure-ak-it-aux s z):well-founded-relation mul-rel-ak:hints ....))(if (endp s)z(let ((head (first s))(tail (rest s)))(ond ((zp head) (ak-it-aux tail (+ z 1)))((zp z) (ak-it-aux (ons (- head 1) tail) 1))(t (ak-it-aux (ons head (ons (- head 1) tail)) (- z 1)))))))Given the measure and the well-founded relation in the de�nition of ak-it-aux,the proof of its termination is not diÆult, and only a very few previous lemmas areneeded, to prove the multiset measure given dereases in eah reursive all. See thebook akermann.lisp in the web page for details. Moreover, after the admission ofthe de�nition we an de�ne the funtion ak-it as shown above, and �nally prove inACL2 the following equivalene theorem:(defthm ak-it-equal-ak(equal (ak-it m n) (ak m n)))3.2 MCarthy's 91 funtionThis example is taken from [4℄ and shows admissibility of an iterative version of thereursive de�nition of MCarthy's 91 funtion. For a detailed treatment (in ACL2) ofMCarthy's 91 funtion and its generalization given by Knuth, we urge the interestedreader to read the work of Cowles [3℄, where proofs are done over arbitrary arhi-median �elds. Our intention here is only to show how multisets an help to prove anon-trivial termination property.The \91 funtion" is a funtion ating on integers, originally given by MCarthyby the following reursive sheme:(defun m (x)(delare (xargs :mode :program))(if (> x 100) (- x 10) (m (m (+ x 11)))))We try to de�ne the following iterative version of that reursive sheme in ACL2,as given by the following funtions:; (defun m-aux (n z); (delare (xargs ...))



; (ond ((or (zp n) (not (integerp z))) z); ((> z 100) (m-aux (- n 1) (- z 10))); (t (m-aux (+ n 1) (+ z 11))))); (defun m-it (x) (m-aux 1 x))As we will show, the reursive algorithm given by m-it and m-aux is a somewhatompliated way to ompute the following funtion:(defun f91 (x)(ond ((not (integerp x)) x)((> x 100) (- x 10))(t 91)))The intended behavior of the funtion m-aux is that in every iterative step(m-aux n z)= (f91 (f91 n: : :(f91 z))) and, onsequently, (m-it x)=(f91 x).Proving termination of m-aux may be diÆult: note the di�erent behavior of thetwo reursive alls. In [4℄, a multiset measure is given to justify termination of thefuntion: every reursive all of (m-aux n z) is measured with the following mul-tiset: fz; (f91 z); (f91 (f91 z)); : : : ; (f91 (f91 n�1: : : (f91 z)))g, and multisetsare ompared with respet to the multiset relation indued by the \greater-than"relation de�ned for integers equal 3 or less than 111. In the sequel, we desribe howACL2 is guided to this termination argument.First, we de�ne the well-founded relation rel-m that will be extended later toa multiset relation. Note that in this ase, the measure property is t, although onlyintegers under 111 are omparable with respet to rel-m. One ould think thatintegerp-<=-111 should be the measure property of the well-founded relation, in-stead of t. But there is a subtle di�erene: the multiset measure we will de�ne anontain elements greater than 111, although those elements are not omparable w.r.t.rel-m. The following sequene of events de�nes rel-m and stores as a well foundedrelation:(defun integerp-<=-111 (x)(and (integerp x) (<= x 111)))(defun rel-m (x y)(and (integerp-<=-111 x) (integerp-<=-111 y) (< y x)))(defun fn-m (x)(if (integerp-<=-111 x) (- 111 x) 0))(defthm rel-m-well-founded(and (e0-ordinalp (fn-m x))(implies (rel-m x y)(e0-ord-< (fn-m x) (fn-m y)))):rule-lasses :well-founded-relation)3 Performing the ACL2 proof, we disovered a minor bug in the proof given in [4℄: it is neessary toonsider integers equal or less than 111, and not only stritly less than 111.



We de�ne the well-founded multiset relation indued by rel-m on multisets(true-listp objets in this ase), using the following defmul all:(defmul (rel-m rel-m-well-founded t fn-m x y))Through this maro all, we have de�ned the well-founded relation mul-rel-m(with measure property true-listp and embedding funtion map-fn-m-e0-ord),allowing us to use it in the admissibility test for the funtion m-aux, with the measurefuntion given above, as implemented by the funtion measure-m-aux:(defun measure-m-aux (n z)(if (zp n) nil (ons z (measure-m-aux (- n 1) (f91 z)))))We an now de�ne the funtion m-aux, giving mul-rel-m and measure-m-auxas the well-founded relation and measure funtion to be used, respetively:(defun m-aux (n z)(delare (xargs :measure (measure-m-aux n z):well-founded-relation mul-rel-m:hints ...))(ond ((or (zp n) (not (integerp z))) z)((> z 100) (m-aux (- n 1) (- z 10)))(t (m-aux (+ n 1) (+ z 11)))))The funtion is admitted with a minor help from the user. See the book mar-thy.lisp in the web page for details. After this de�nition we an de�ne the funtionm-it as above, and show that veri�es the original reursion sheme given by M-Carthy. Moreover, we an even prove very easily that m-it is equal to f91 (previouslyproving a suitable generalization, as skethed above):(defthm m-it-equal-f91(equal (m-it x) (f91 x)))(defthm m-it-reursive-shema(equal (m-it x)(ond ((not (integerp x)) x)((> x 100) (- x 10))(t (m-it (m-it (+ x 11)))))))3.3 Newman's lemmaAbstrat redution systems: Newman's lemma is a result about abstrat redu-tion systems, whih plays an important role in the study of deidability of ertainequational theories. We give a short introdution to basi onepts and de�nitionsfrom abstrat redutions. See [1℄ for more details.Redutions system are simply an abstrat formalization of step by step ativities,suh as the exeution of a omputation, the gradual transformation of an objetuntil some normal form is reahed, or the traversal of some direted graph. The term\redution" gives the intuition that an element of less omplexity is obtained in every



step. Formally speaking, an abstrat redution is simply a binary relation ! de�nedon a set A. We will denote as  , $, �! and �$ respetively the inverse relation, thesymmetri losure, the reexive-transitive losure and the equivalene losure. Thefollowing onepts are de�ned with respet to a redution relation !. We say that xand y are equivalent if x �$ y. We say that x and y are joinable (denoted as x # y) ifit exists u suh that x �! u � y. An element x is in normal form (or irreduible) ifthere is no z suh that x! z.A redution relation has the Churh-Rosser property if every two equivalent el-ements are joinable. An equivalent property is onuene: for all x; u; v suh thatu � x �! v, then u # v. Redution relations with the Churh-Rosser property hasno distint and equivalent normal forms. A redution relation is normalizing if everyelement has an equivalent normal form (denoted as x #). Obviously, every terminating(as de�ned in subsetion 1.1) redution is normalizing. Churh-Rosser and normaliz-ing redution relations have a nie property: provided normal forms are omputableand identity in A is deidable, then the equivalene relation �$ is deidable. This isdue to the fat that, in that ase, x �$ y i� x #= y #, for all x; y 2 A.Conuene an be loalized when the redution is terminating. In that ase, anequivalent property is loal onuene: for all x; u; v suh that u x! v, then u # v:THEOREM 3 (Newman's lemma). Let ! be a terminating and loally onuentredution relation. Then ! is onuent.This result allows to make easier the study of onuene (or equivalently, Churh-Rosser property) for terminating redution relations. One has only to deal with join-ability of loal divergenes. This is ruial in the development of ompletion algorithmsfor term rewriting systems in order to obtain deision proedures for equational the-ories [1℄.Formalization of Newman's lemma in ACL2: Every redution relation hastwo important aspets. On the one hand, a delarative aspet, sine every redutionrelation desribes its equivalene losure. On the other hand, a omputational aspet,desribing a stepwise ativity, a gradual transformation of objets until (eventually) anormal form is reahed. Thus, if x! y, the point here is that y is obtained from x byapplying some kind of transformation or operator. In its most abstrat formulation,we an view a redution as a binary funtion that, given an element and an operator,returns another element, performing a one-step redution. Of ourse not any operatoran be applied to any element: we need a boolean binary funtion to test if it is legalto apply an operator to an element.The disussion above leads us to formalize a general abstrat redution relation us-ing two partially de�ned funtions: redue-one-step and legal; (redue-one-step x op)performs a one-step redution applying operator op to x, and (legal x op) tests ifthe operator op may be applied to x4. It should be remarked that no prediates areused to reognize neither operators nor elements, thus ensuring abstratness.These two funtions are introdued using enapsulate. In order to formalizeNewman's lemma, additional properties are inluded to assume termination and loalonuene of the redution relation, enoding in this way the assumptions of the4 In [8℄ a third funtion reduible is introdued, in order to formalize omputation of normal forms.Nevertheless, in the proof of Newman's lemma we don't need to deal with normal forms.



theorem we want to prove. This is shown in �gure 1. In the following, we desribe indetail the funtions involved.;;; (a) A well-founded partial order:(enapsulate((rel (x y) t) (fn (x) t))...(defthm rel-well-founded-relation(and (e0-ordinalp (fn x))(implies (rel x y) (e0-ord-< (fn x) (fn y)))):rule-lasses (:well-founded-relation :rewrite))(defthm rel-transitive(implies (and (rel x y) (rel y z)) (rel x z))));;; (b) A noetherian and loally onfluent redution relation:(enapsulate((legal (x u) boolean) (redue-one-step (x u) element)(reduible (x) boolean) (transform-loal-peak (x) proof))....(defun proof-step-p (s)(let ((elt1 (elt1 s)) (elt2 (elt2 s))(operator (operator s)) (diret (diret s)))(and (r-step-p s)(implies diret (and (legal elt1 operator)(equal (redue-one-step elt1 operator)elt2)))(implies (not diret) (and (legal elt2 operator)(equal (redue-one-step elt2 operator)elt1))))))(defun equiv-p (x y p)(if (endp p)(equal x y)(and (proof-step-p (ar p)) (equal x (elt1 (ar p)))(equiv-p (elt2 (ar p)) y (dr p)))))(defthm loally-onfluent(let ((valley (transform-loal-peak p)))(implies (and (equiv-p x y p) (loal-peak-p p))(and (steps-valley valley) (equiv-p x y valley)))))(defthm noetherian(implies (legal x u) (rel (redue-one-step x u) x))))Fig. 1. Assumptions of Newman's lemmaBefore desribing how we formalized termination and loal onuene, we showhow we an de�ne the equivalene losure of a redution relation.In order to de�ne x �$ y, we have to inlude an argument with a sequene of stepsx = x0 $ x1 $ x2 : : : $ xn = y. An abstrat proof (or simply, a proof) is a sequene



of legal steps and eah proof step is a struture5 r-step with four �elds: elt1, elt2(the elements onneted), diret (a boolean value indiating if the step is diret orinverse) and operator:(defstruture r-step diret operator elt1 elt2)A proof step is legal if one of its elements is obtained applying the (legal) operatorto the other, in the sense indiated. The funtion proof-step-p implements thisonept. The funtion equiv-p implements the equivalene losure of our abstratredution relation: (equiv-p x y p) is t if p is a proof justifying that x �$y. See thede�nitions of proof-step-p and eq-equiv-p in item (b) of �gure 1.Two proofs justifying the same equivalene will be said to be equivalent. We hopeit will be lear from the ontext when we talk about abstart proofs objets and proofsin the ACL2 system.Let us now see how an we formalize termination. Our formalization is based onthe following meta-theorem: a redution is noetherian if and only if it is ontained ina well-founded partial ordering (AC). Thus, let rel6 be a given general well-foundedpartial order, as de�ned in item (a) of �gure 1.This well-founded partial order rel will be used to state noetherianity of thegeneral redution relation de�ned, by assuming that every legal redution step returnsa smaller objet, with respet to rel. See item (b) in �gure 1 for a statement of thisassumed property.Churh-Rosser property and loal onuene an be rede�ned with respet tothe form of a proof. We de�ne (omitted here) funtions to reognize proofs withpartiular shapes (valleys and loal peaks): loal-peak-p reognizes proofs of theform v  x! u and steps-valley reognizes proofs of the form v �! x � u.To deal with the statement of loal onuene, note that a redution is loallyonuent i� for every loal peak proof there is an equivalent valley proof. Therefore,in order to state loal onuene of the general redution relation de�ned, we assumethe existene of a funtion transform-loal-peak whih returns a valley proof forevery loal peak proof. See again item (b) in �gure 1 for a statement of this assumedproperty.Having established the assumptions, in order to prove Newman's lemma we mustshow onuene of the general redution relation assumed to be terminating andloally onuent. Instead of onuene, we prove the Churh-Rosser property, whihis equivalent. Therefore, we must prove that for every proof there exists an equivalentvalley proof, i.e., we have to de�ne a funtion transform-to-valley and prove that(transform-to-valley p) is a valley proof equivalent to p. This is the statement ofNewman's lemma:(defthm Newman-lemma(let ((valley (transform-to-valley p)))(implies (equiv-p x y p)(and (steps-valley valley) (equiv-p x y valley)))))A suitable de�nition of transform-to-valley and a proof of this theorem inACL2 is shown in the following subsetion. The hard part of the proof is to show5 We used the defstruture tool developed by Bishop Brok [2℄.6 Name onits with names used in the multiset.book are avoided using pakages.



termination of transform-to-valley. This will be done with the help of a well-founded multiset relation.An ACL2 proof of Newman's lemma: The proof ommonly found in the liter-ature [1℄, is done by well-founded indution on the terminating redution relation.Our approah is more onstrutive and is based on a proof given in [6℄. We haveto �nd a funtion transform-to-valley whih transforms every proof in a equiva-lent valley proof. For that purpose, we an use a funtion transform-loal-peak,whih transforms every loal peak proof in a equivalent valley proof. Thus, the fun-tion we need is de�ned to iteratively apply replae-loal-peak, (whih replaesloal peak subproofs by the equivalent subproof given by transform-loal-peak)until there are no loal peaks (heked by exists-loal-peak). This the de�nitionof transform to valley (we omit here the de�nition of replae-loal-peak andexists-loal-peak):;(defun transform-to-valley (p); (if (not (exists-loal-peak p)); p; (transform-to-valley (replae-loal-peak p))))This funtion is not admitted without help from the user. The reason is that whena loal peak in a proof is replaed by an equivalent valley subproof, the length of theproof obtained may be larger than the original proof. The key point here is that everyelement of the new subproof is smaller (w.r.t. the well-founded relation rel) thanthe greatest element of the loal peak. If we measure a proof as the multiset of theelements involved in it, then replaing a loal peak subproof by an equivalent valleysubproof, we obtain a proof with smaller measure with respet to the well-foundedmultiset relation indued by rel.The funtion proof-measure returns a measure for a given proof: it ollets theelt1 elements of every proof step in a proof.(defun proof-measure (p)(if (endp p)nil(ons (elt1 (ar p)) (proof-measure (dr p)))))Using defmul, we de�ne the well-founded relation mul-rel, indued by the well-founded relation rel introdued in the previous subsetion:(defmul (rel rel-well-founded-relation-on-mp t fn x y))The main result we proved states that the proof measure dereases (with respetto the well-founded relation mul-rel) if a loal-peak is replaed by an equivalentvalley subproof:(defthm transform-to-valley-admission(implies (exists-loal-peak p)(mul-rel (proof-measure (replae-loal-peak p))(proof-measure p))):rule-lasses nil)



With these theorem, admission of the funtion transform-to-valley is now pos-sible, giving a suitable hint:(defun transform-to-valley (p)(delare (xargs :measure (proof-measure p):well-founded-relation mul-rel:hints (("Goal" :use(:instane transform-to-valley-admission)))))(if (not (exists-loal-peak p))p(transform-to-valley (replae-loal-peak p))))One transform-to-valley is admitted (whih is the hard part of the theorem),the following two theorems are proved, whih trivially implies Newman's lemma asstated at the end of subsetion 3.3.(defthm equiv-p-x-y-transform-to-valley(implies (equiv-p x y p)(equiv-p x y (transform-to-valley p))))(defthm valley-transform-to-valley(implies (equiv-p x y p)(steps-valley (transform-to-valley p))))4 ConlusionsWe have presented a formalization of multiset relations in ACL2, showing how anbe used as a tool for proving non-trivial termination properties of reursive funtion.We de�ned the multiset relation indued by a given relation and proved a theoremstating well-foundedness of the multiset relation indued by a well-founded relation.This theorem is formulated in a very abstrat way, so that funtional instantiationan be used to prove well-foundedness of onrete multiset relations.We presented also a maro named defmul, implemented in order to provide aonvenient tool to de�ne well-founded multiset relations indued by well-foundedrelations. This maro allows the de�nition of these multiset relations in a single step.Three ase studies are presented, to show how this tool an be useful in obtaininga proof of non-trivial termination properties of funtions de�ned in ACL2. The �rstase study is the de�nition of a tail-reursive version of Akermann's funtion. Theseond is the admissibility of a de�nition of MCarthy's 91 funtion, and a study of itsproperties. The third is a proof of Newman's lemma for abstrat redution relations.This work arose as part of a larger projet, trying to formalize properties of ab-strat redution relations, equational theories and abstrat redution relations [7, 8℄.In that work, ACL2 is used as a meta-logi to study properties of a formal proofsystem, namely equational logi. Newman's lemma is a key result needed to prove de-idability of equational theories given by omplete term rewriting systems [1℄. Oneformalized multiset relations and used in the proof of Newman's lemma, we deidedto make a tool (defmul) whih allowed to export the results on multisets to otherontexts. To test this implementation, we applied to two examples desribed in [4℄:Akermann's funtion and MCarthy's 91 funtion.



Further work has to be done to provide a good library of lemmas to handle multi-sets and operations between them. We plan also to improve the use of defmul, in orderto provide only the name of the well-founded relation, avoiding to give the funtions,variables and event assoiated with it.The examples presented here are of a theoretial nature. Nevertheless, a remarkgiven at the end of setion III in [4℄, giving an heuristi proedure for proving termi-nation of loops using multisets, suggests that this kind of orderings ould be appliedto a wider lass of termination problems and that the searh for a suitable multisetmeasure ould be mehanized to some extent. Also, multisets orderings provide thebasis for some proofs of termination of term rewriting systems [1℄. We intend to makefurther researh following this line.Referenes1. Baader, F., and Nipkow, T. Term rewriting and all that. Cambridge University Press, 1998.2. Brok, B. defstruture for ACL2 version 2.0. Tehnial Report, 1997.3. Cowles. Knuth's generalization of MCarthy's 91 funtion. In Computer-Aided Reasoning: ACL2Case Studies, M. Kaufmann, P. Manolios, and J. S. Moore, Eds. Kluwer Aademi Publishers,2000, h. 17.4. Dershowitz, N., and Manna, Z. Proving termination with multiset orderings. In AnnualInternational Colloquium on Automata, Languages and Programming (1979), H. Maurer, Ed.,no. 71 in LNCS, Springer-Verlag, pp. 188{202.5. Kaufmann, M., and Moore, J. S. http://www.s.utexas.edu/users/moore/al2/al2-do.html.ACL2 Version 2.5, 2000.6. Klop, J. Term rewriting systems. Handbook of Logi in Computer Siene (1992).7. Ruiz-Reina, J., Alonso, J., Hidalgo, M., and Mart��n, F. http://www-s.us.es/ ~jruiz/al2-rewr. Formalizing equational reasoning in the ACL2 theorem prover, 2000.8. Ruiz-Reina, J., Alonso, J., Hidalgo, M., and Mart��n, F. Formalizing rewriting in theACL2 theorem prover. In Proeedings of AISC'2000 (Fifth International Conferene Arti�ialIntelligene and Symboli Computation) (to appear), LNCS, Springer Verlag.


